[The hemodynamics of the lung circulation of minipigs after experimentally-caused Sedlarik's pulmonary embolism. III. Sedlarik's embolization of the lung circulation by electrically-activated blood].
Pulmonary embolisms of different clinical degree of severity can be produced by means of the pulmonary embolism model according to Sedlarik by application of electrically activated blood as a thrombogenic substance. An unambiguous influence of the size and the consistency of the thrombus exists concerning the severity of the hemodynamic changes. However, the hemodynamics seems to adapt to the changed conditions of the circulation, because a tendency to normalization was observed in short-term experiments. The morphologic changes after embolisation are more typical for the severity of the clinical picture in this acute phase than the hemodynamics. A testing of the animal model in long-term experiments seem to be ingenious for that reason.